Arbor developed large lumps/bumps in hip area, years post op - Allergy?

This patient is probably a classic rare case of a true metal allergy. He went to a top notch surgeon and got a proven device and yet 3 years post op, he has developed large bumps or lumps in his Left hip area, close to where his incision is. The first photo was taken in 2011, for more photos click on read more, if you are on the complications page, or if you are on this story, scroll down, to see the progression from 2009 until 2011.

The following two photos below were take in 2009, 3 years post op, when the lumps became very noticeable to him.
The photos below were taken on May 13, 2011, you can now see other lumps developing. Arbor is still awaiting surgery to remove the implant, the surgeons believe he has a metal allergy.
Arbor is still awaiting revision surgery. If anyone would like to get in touch with him, please email me and I will forward your email to him.